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Nice to meet you. We’re CivicScience.



The Modern
Survey Paradigm
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A word about our methodology 
and approach for this research…



 15% of US Adults currently belong to some kind of online survey panel
 1/3rd of panelists belong to more than one
 14% of adults have previously belonged but no longer do 



Panel Demographics: Testing the Conventional “Truisms”



Truism #1: Panelists are mostly women.



Truism #1: Panelists are mostly women.
TRUE (but not by as much you think).



Truism #2: Young people don’t participate in surveys.



Truism #2: Young people don’t participate in surveys.
FALSE



Truism #3: Panelists are all stay-at-home parents and retirees



Truism #3: Panelists are all stay-at-home parents and retirees
TRUE (if hyperbolic)



Demographics aren’t a problem anyway.



Another quick word on methodology: 
Discovering the deep psychographic differences
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Other Notable Differences

Single Panelists are more likely than average to be single, never married, and 

religiously unaffiliated. They are more likely to be registered Democrats and to 
have donated financially to a political candidate or cause. They’re more likely to 
share entertainment news on social media, more likely to prefer Italian food, and 
watch MSNBC for cable news. 

Super-Panelists are more likely to be women and married or divorced. 

They’re more likely to read a print newspaper; much more likely to “always” vote in 
elections, and be politically “Independent.” They’re more likely to seek out and try 
new foods, LESS likely to go to the movies, and more likely to drive a sedan.  



Let’s look at how these differences impact research.



Brand Sentiment and Ranking Analysis

 Compared Panelists to General Population 
 239 U.S. brands tested among U.S Adults
 Broad range of industries, size, mass vs. prestige
 Compared awareness and favorability

Favorability = Love + Like



Awareness

Single Panelists: Over-indexed vs. Gen Pop on 75% of brands
Super-Panelists: Over-indexed vs. Gen Pop on 78% of brands 

Favorability

Single Panelists: Over-indexed vs. Gen Pop on 66% of brands
Super-Panelists: Over-indexed vs. Gen Pop on 70% of brands
All Panelists: Over-indexed vs. Gen Pop on 80% of brands



All Brands: Top 10 Over-Indexed Favorability by All Panelists
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All Brands: Top 10 Under-Indexed Favorability by All Panelists
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Mass Brands: Top 10 Over-Indexed Favorability by All Panelists
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Mass Brands: Top 10 Under-Indexed Favorability by Panelists
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Net QSR Brand Favorability Ranking

= More Favorable Among Panelists = Less Favorable Among Panelists

Panel All Rank

1 1

2 2

3 6

4 9

5 3

Panel All Rank

6 8

7 4

8 5

9 7

10 10



Summary Findings

 Demographic biases of panelists are evident but manageable
 Deep psychographic biases are harder to see and account for
 Panelists are valuable, informed, brand-loyal consumers
 Luxury fashion, web-based, telcom, CPG OVER-index among Panelists
 Fast/Youth fashion, casual/fast-casual brands UNDER-index     



 Not all panels are created equal – ask your supplier
 Panelists can be useful (Communities, Qual.)
 Do you really need those lengthy, complex surveys?
 We will evaluate your brand – complimentary 

So what? Now what?



Thank You!
Contact: jdick@civicscience.com

Complete paper available upon request.
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